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The material shown here constitutes part of a study of the dyna­
mic generation of form in architecture. Some of the material has 
been developed in connection with my Danish PhD dissertation, 
entitled “Arkitekturens Dynamiske Formdannelser” 1(“Dynamic 
Generation of Form in Architecture”), and is shown here in ed­
ited form. Other parts have been developed for an exhibition at 
Arkitekturgalleriet (Architecture Gallery) at the Danish Archi­
tecture Center, Copenhagen in collaboration with the architect 
Claudia Carbone, who has also helped to develop other parts of 
the material.2 In addition, the architects Lars Bendrup, Vincent 
Grandgagnage, Annette Svaneklink Jakobsen and Maj Westberg 
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San	Lorenzo – geometric analysis
claus Peder Pedersen & claudia carbone: Dynamic generation of form 
San	Lorenzo – analytic rendering
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Model – three elements: ribs, wall, fluid element
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Model – fluid element
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Model – ribs
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Model – details
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 Installation – Arkitekturgalleriet, The Danish Architecture center, copenhagen.
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 Installation – movement
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 Installation – varying profiles 
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Installation – Aarhus school of Architecture
